### Across
1. Ultimatum word
2. Soft rock?
3. Fetal membrane
4. Dwarven quote: “And _____”
5. Eastern hemisphere organization
6. Workplace safety gp.
7. Television talk show lampooned by Saturday Night Live
8. Ocean current source?
9. Line of mystic force
10. Theorem: all subfields of $k(x)$ strictly containing $k$ are isomorphic to $k(x)$
11. Dwarven quote: “And _____”
12. Eastern hemisphere organization
13. Workplace safety gp.
14. Television talk show lampooned by Saturday Night Live
15. Ocean current source?
16. Line of mystic force
17. Theorem: all subfields of $k(x)$ strictly containing $k$ are isomorphic to $k(x)$
18. Dwarven quote: “And _____”
19. Eastern hemisphere organization
20. Workplace safety gp.

### Down
1. Fibrous wheat type
2. Ancient schools
3. “Forrest Gump” actress
4. Prefix for $10^{18}$
5. High wizards
6. Grayish
7. Hair goog
8. Gmail, e.g.
9. Per _____ (yearly)
10. Pacific First World War battle
11. “Why do I vent my rage against _____ a clod of earth?” (Colley Cibber)
12. “Nah”
13. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
14. Pacific danger zone
15. “I’ll take _____, Pat”
16. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
17. Pacific danger zone
18. “I’ll take _____, Pat”
19. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
20. Pacific danger zone
21. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
22. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
23. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
24. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
25. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
26. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
27. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
28. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
29. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
30. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
31. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
32. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
33. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
34. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
35. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
36. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
37. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
38. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
39. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
40. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
41. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
42. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
43. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
44. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
45. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
46. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
47. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
48. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
49. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
50. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
51. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
52. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
53. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
54. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
55. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
56. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout
57. Coach’s responsibility, in a timeout

---

1. “And _____”
2. “And _____”
3. “And _____”
4. “And _____”
5. “And _____”
6. “And _____”
7. “And _____”
8. “And _____”
9. “And _____”
10. “And _____”
11. “And _____”
12. “And _____”
13. “And _____”
14. “And _____”
15. “And _____”
16. “And _____”
17. “And _____”
18. “And _____”
19. “And _____”
20. “And _____”
21. “And _____”
22. “And _____”
23. “And _____”
24. “And _____”
25. “And _____”
26. “And _____”
27. “And _____”
28. “And _____”
29. “And _____”
30. “And _____”
31. “And _____”
32. “And _____”
33. “And _____”
34. “And _____”
35. “And _____”
36. “And _____”
37. “And _____”
38. “And _____”
39. “And _____”
40. “And _____”
41. “And _____”
42. “And _____”
43. “And _____”
44. “And _____”
45. “And _____”
46. “And _____”
47. “And _____”
48. “And _____”
49. “And _____”
50. “And _____”
51. “And _____”
52. “And _____”
53. “And _____”
54. “And _____”
55. “And _____”
56. “And _____”
57. “And _____”